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A Link with the Past
The death of Tony Bridgewater on
February 28th, at the age of 89,
breaks a link with the earliest days

of television. His distinguished career in
television engineering started with work
on the Baird 30 -line mechanical system.
As a boy, he had built crystal and then
valve radio sets. He subsequently under-
took training in telegraphy, and at the age
of 18 went to sea as a wireless operator.
After that he worked for the Post Office
on high -power transmitters. Then, in
1928, he started to work with Baird and
was involved in many of Baird's early TV
demonstrations.

This led to the first experimental TV
transmissions, using a BBC medium
wave transmitter after normal radio
broadcasting had closed down for the
night. There was limited bandwidth of
course and to start with, the pictures and
the accompanying sound couldn't be
transmitted simultaneously - they couldn't
be synchronised either. So the transmis-
sions consisted of alternating two -minute
periods of vision and sound. Nothing of
entertainment value, but at any rate a
start.

sibility for the experimental TV broadcasts
and Tony Bridgewater, with two other
engineers, joined the Corporation. He went
to work at the newly built Broadcasting
House in Portland Place, and was in charge
of the studio team when the BBC started
regular TV transmissions from Alexandra
Palace in 1936. By then Baird's system
had evolved to 240 lines, while EMI had
developed an electronic camera, the

Emitron, and the famed 405 -line system.
In retrospect, it's amazing what was
achieved, with_rninimum funding, during
those years in the early Thirties. The foun-
dations of TV broadcasting as we know it
today were being laid.

One of Tony Bridgewater's early
achievements was the first major outside
TV broadcast, when the Coronation pro-
cession of George VI was televised as it
passed Hyde Park Corner in 1937. This
was significant since early TV camera
tubes were very insensitive, relying on
high studio light levels. But by now the
Super-Emitron camera tube had arrived,
which was fifteen times more sensitive
than the initial Emitron. The broadcast
also used a new mobile control room that
had been delivered by EMI only days
beforehand. Apparently the equipment
played up, and the story is that the prover-
bial thump was required to get it back into
action in time as the procession
approached. But again it was a start, and
soon the boat race and other events were
being broadcast regularly - to those
15,000 or so TV sets that were in use in
the late Thirties.

TV transmissions from Alexandra
Palace ceased on September 1st, 1939: it
was felt that the transmitter might have
been of help to the German air force for
direction -finding purposes. Tony
Bridgewater served in the RAF during the
war years, working on radar. He returned
to the BBC at the end of the war, and
assisted with the restart of TV in time for
the Victory Parade in June 1946.

From 1946-1962 Tony Bridgewater

was engineer in charge of BBC outside
broadcasting. There were many signifi-
cant events: the Olympic Games; the first
cross -channel TV transmission; the
Queen's Coronation and her first
Christmas TV broadcast from
Sandringham; and the funeral of Sir
Winston Churchill. During this time Tony
Bridgewater organised the first broadcasts
from a submerged submarine and from an
aircraft in flight.

In 1962 Tony Bridgewater was made
Chief Engineer of the BBC. He was
involved in the start of BBC -2, which
meant UHF transmission, the increase to
625 lines and the start of colour TV in the
UK. He retired in 1968, but continued to
be involved in various aspects of TV. He
was active in the Royal Television
Society, being its Honorary Treasurer for
twenty years and its Chairman of Council.
It was only natural that he would be a
founder member of the RTS History and
Archives Group.

It is extraordinary that one man's work
life should have covered virtually the
whole of TV development, from the flick-
ering images of the early experimental
days to superb quality
transmitted at UHF. When he started with
Baird, TV was wholly mechanical - Baird
didn't even have a video amplifier initial-
ly. By the end of Tony Bridgewater's
active career TV was moving towards
solid-state circuitry. Digital TV was yet to
come, but Tony Bridgewater played a part
in most of the major developments in TV
engineering. He was awarded the OBE in
1965.
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